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Deprotonated para-coumaric acid is commonly considered as a model for the chro-
mophore in photoactive yellow protein which undergoes E→Z isomerization following
absorption of blue light. Here, tandem ion mobility mass spectrometry is coupled with
laser excitation to study the photochemistry of deprotonated para-coumaric acid, to
show that the E isomers of the phenoxide and carboxylate forms have distinct photo-
chemical responses with maxima in their action spectra at 430 and 360 nm, respectively.
The E isomer of the phenoxide anion undergoes efficient autodetachment upon exci-
tation of its lowest pipi∗ transition. For the E isomer of the carboxylate deprotomer,
a one-way photoinitiated proton transfer generates the phenoxide deprotomer through
a mechanism postulated to involve an excited-state enol-keto tautomerism followed
by a series of ground state rearrangements including a second proton transfer. This
mechanism is supported by experiments in which the relevant intermediate keto isomer
is prepared and spectroscopically probed, and through master equation modelling of
possible ground state isomerization processes. The Z isomer of the carboxylate depro-
tomer shows a weak Z→E photoisomerization response that occurs in competition with
photodestruction (presumably electron detachment), demonstrating that the E and Z
isomers undergo different processes in their excited states. The study highlights the
utility of isomer-selective spectroscopy for characterizing the photochemistry of isolated
anions possessing multiple deprotonation sites.
Introduction
Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a small photoreceptor that functions as a blue light
sensor in certain bacteria.1,2 In PYP, absorption of blue light induces rapid E→Z isomer-
ization of the chromophore,3 initiating a cascade of conformational changes of the host
protein that eventually causes negative phototaxism of the bacterium.4 The protein is re-
cycled after several seconds through thermal isomerization. The details of the PYP pho-
tocycle have been studied using a range of ultrafast vibrational spectroscopic techniques
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– see, for example, references 5 and 6 – and recently confirmed using time-resolved Laue
crystallography and time-resolved serial crystallography whereby the atomic motions of the
chromophore and protein were monitored in real time.7–10 Other time-resolved spectroscopy
and neutron diffraction studies suggest the photocycle may involve a proton transfer from
the chromophore’s hydroxyl group to a hydrogen-bonded amino acid residue,11–13 a trans-
formation that is difficult to observe with X-ray diffraction. The chromophore in PYP is a
deprotonated (anionic) phenolic-thioester molecule, which is structurally similar to the para-
cinnamate anions shown in Figure 1. Cinnamate-based chromophores are also widespread in
the Plantae kingdom, functioning as photoprotecting sunscreens in the epidermal cell layers
of leaves.14,15 Their efficacy in this context relies on high absorption cross-sections for UV
light and efficient conversion of electronic energy into vibrational motion via passage through
a conical intersection located along an E-Z isomerization coordinate.16,17 This efficient in-
ternal conversion also underlies the operation of cinnamate-based molecules as UV-B filters
in cosmetic sunscreens.18
Figure 1: E isomers of the para-cinnamate anions considered in this study. Key: pCA−
(O−) – phenoxide deprotonated para-coumaric acid, pCA− (COO−) – carboxylate depro-
tonated para-coumaric acid, pCEs− – deprotonated para-coumaric methyl ester, pCEt− –
deprotonated para-coumaric methyl ether, and E -keto-pCA− – deprotonated keto tautomer
of E -pCA− (COO−) which was photogenerated in the gas phase.
Over the last two decades there have been numerous studies of cinnamate-based chro-
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mophores targeted at characterizing their photoisomerization mechanism and efficiency.
Solution-based studies suggest that the intrinsic photoisomerization efficiency and timescale
are modified by the deprotonation state, deprotonation site, solvent interactions, functional
group substitution, and torsion-locking the single bond linking the carboxylic acid tail to
the phenyl ring.19–25 Theoretical investigations indicate that solvation and substitution on
the carboxylate group significantly influence the topology of the S1 potential energy surface,
including the presence and energies of local minima and the conical intersection seams as-
sociated with direct internal conversion (torsion of the single bond linking the phenyl ring
to the carboxylic acid tail) and E-Z isomerization of the alkene bond.26–32 Changes that
promote relaxation of the excited state population via direct internal conversion reduce the
E→Z isomerization yield.
A desire to understand the inherent photochemistry and photoisomerization behaviour of
cinnamate-based molecules has prompted several gas-phase studies particularly on the sim-
plest cinnamate anion, deprotonated para-coumaric acid (pCA−, Figure 1). This molecule
has acidic phenol and carboxylic acid groups, which, when deprotonated, give phenoxide
and carboxylate deprotomers. The relative abundances of different deprotomers formed
through electrospray ionization can depend on solvent, electrospray voltage and geome-
try, carrier/drying gas, and post-electrospray treatment of the ions.33,34 Previous spectro-
scopic investigations of electrosprayed pCA− have involved monitoring formation of neutral
molecules (generated through photodetachment or photofragmentation over an acquisition
window of several microseconds) as a function of wavelength in an ion storage ring.35–38
Photoelectron spectra have been recorded at selected wavelengths.39–42 Action spectra of
phenylated or methylated derivatives such as pCEs− and pCEt− (Figure 1), for which the
deprotonation site is unambiguous, have also been obtained with the ion storage ring tech-
nique.35,36
In the current investigation, phenoxide and carboxylate deprotomers of pCA− and the
methylated analogues pCEs− and pCEt− have been isolated and probed using tunable laser
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radiation in a tandem ion mobility mass spectrometer. In ion mobility spectrometry (IMS),
charged isomers (e.g. E and Z geometric isomers and deprotomers) drifting under the in-
fluence of an electric field through a buffer gas are separated according to their drift speeds,
which depend on their collision cross-sections. Typically, the target isomer is selected in
a primary IMS stage and then exposed to wavelength tunable light, with separation of
photoisomers or photofragments in a second IMS stage. This isomer selectivity avoids com-
plications associated with overlapping spectra of coexisting isomers that potentially bedevil
other action spectroscopies.
The present study was intended to address several issues. (1) Can the phenoxide and
carboxylate deprotomers of pCA− be distinguished using ion mobility spectrometry? (2) Do
the deprotomers photoisomerize or photodetach an electron in the gas phase? (3) Do the
phenoxide and carboxylate deprotomers of pCA− have distinct action spectra?
Experimental Methods
The tandem ion mobility mass spectrometer used in this study has been described else-
where.43,44 The instrument has an IMS-IMS-QMF configuration, consisting of two drift
regions (IMS1 and IMS2) followed by a quadrupole mass filter (QMF). Gas-phase anions
were produced by electrospraying a ≈20 µmol L−1 solution (shielded from room light) of the
reagent in methanol with a drop of ammonia (electrospray voltage -3 kV). The E isomers
of para-coumaric acid (>98% ) and the methyl ester and ether were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Castle Hill, Australia and Dorset, UK). Electrosprayed anions were transferred via
a heated capillary into an RF ion funnel, which radially gathered and confined the ions.
A pulsed ion gate at the end of the ion funnel injected ≈100 µs packets of ions at 40Hz
into the first drift region (IMS1) where they were propelled by an electric field (44V cm−1)
through N2 buffer gas at a pressure of ≈6Torr. The constituent deprotomers and geometric
isomers were separated according to their different collision cross-sections with N2. After
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traversing the two drift regions (IMS1 + IMS2) a second ion funnel collected the ions and
introduced them into a differentially pumped octupole ion guide and QMF where they were
mass-selected before they reached a Channeltron ion detector. The detector was connected
to a multichannel scaler that produced a histogram of ion counts against arrival time, t, cor-
responding to an arrival time distribution (ATD). In all presented ATDs, t=0 corresponds
to the opening of the source ion gate.
For the photochemistry experiments, a Bradbury-Nielsen ion gate situated at the end of
IMS1 was opened for ≈100µs to transmit the target isomer anions. These mobility-selected
isomers were exposed to a light pulse from a tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO,
EKSPLA NT342B), which induced photoisomerization or photodetachment. The OPO was
operated at 20Hz, half the rate of ion injection, allowing accumulation of light-on and light-
off ATDs. The light fluence was limited to <0.5mJ cm−2 pulse−1 to minimize multiphoton
processes (see SI). Following irradiation, the parent and photoproduct ions were separated
according to their collision cross-sections in the second stage of the drift region (IMS2).
Photodetachment from a mobility-selected isomer was detected by seeding the N2 buffer gas
with trace SF6, which efficiently scavenges the electrons, and monitoring the SF
–
6 yield by
setting the QMF to transmit all masses. Action spectra were generated by plotting the
photoproduct yield against wavelength. The signal was normalized by light fluence and
light-off signal.
It is important to remember that ions are photoactivated in ≈6Torr N2 gas, such that
slower processes may be suppressed due to collisional quenching. The expected collision
rate is ≈109 s−1 at 6Torr, although hundreds of collisions are required to quench the energy
imparted through absorption of a visible photon. Under these conditions, rapid excited state
processes that occur on sub-nanosecond timescales, such as photoisomerization by passage
through a conical intersection or autodetachment, will tend to take place. On the other
hand, slower ground state processes that occur following internal conversion, including sta-
tistical dissociation or thermionic emission (electron ejection), may be suppressed because of
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collisional deactivation.45,46 The suppression of slower processes, particularly at lower pho-
ton energies, potentially may affect the shape of an action spectrum recorded by monitoring
photofragments or thermionically ejected electrons. In such instances the action spectrum
might not mirror the absorption spectrum.
Theoretical Methods
Electronic structure calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16, PSI4 1.1, QChem4.4
and CFOUR2.0b software packages.47–50 Geometrical optimizations, vibrational frequencies
and transition state searches were performed at the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory
(aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for rotomer transition state searches), followed by single-point en-
ergy calculations at the FNO-CCSD(T)/GEN or CCSD(T)/GEN level of theory.51–54 The
GEN basis set is the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with all f polarization functions excluded for
computational efficiency. Transition state geometries were confirmed using intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) analysis.
Vertical excitation energies (VEEs) for selected pipi∗ states were computed with the EOM-
CCSD and EOM-CC3 methods while vertical detachment energies (VDEs) were computed
with the EOM-IP-CCSD method.55–58 Following the study of Zuev et al.59 these calcula-
tions used RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ (rimp2-cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis set) optimized geometries
and either the 6-31+G(d,p) or aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.60,61 EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ calcu-
lations excluded virtual orbitals with energies > 2Hartree from the correlation space for
computational tractability. The performance of each level of theory is discussed in the Sup-
porting Information. Ground and first excited state potential energy surfaces for enol-keto
tautomerism of E -pCA− (COO−) were calculated at the time-dependent ωB97X-D/aug-cc-
pVTZ level of theory.
Collision cross-sections were calculated using MOBCAL with the trajectory method
parametrized for N2 buffer gas.62,63 Input charge distributions were computed at the ωB97X-
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D/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with the Merz-Singh-Kollman scheme constrained to repro-
duce the electric dipole moment.64 Sufficient trajectories were computed to give standard
deviations of ±1Å2 for the calculated values.
RRKM theory calculations using the MultiWell suite of programs were carried out to
determine microscopic rate coefficients for statistical isomerization processes occurring after
photoexcitation, kA→B (E), where A is the parent isomer, B is the product isomer and E is
the total internal energy.65–67 In these calculations, sums and densities of states for minima
and transition states were calculated from Stein-Rabinovitch-Beyer-Swinehart counts using
the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ structures, vibrational frequencies, moments of inertia and zero-
point energies, while electronic energies used FNO-CCSD(T)/GEN values. The rigid rotor
and symmetric top assumptions were invoked for external degrees of freedom, while the
internal degrees of freedom were described as harmonic oscillators.
Energy-grained master equation simulations were performed using a modified version of
MultiWell to characterize the coupled isomerization and vibrational relaxation from specific
starting isomers (e.g. Z -pCEs−, Z -pCEt−, etc.). These simulations were designed to describe
the evolution of isomer populations following formation of a vibrationally excited population
on the ground electronic state manifold using rates from RRKM theory, ion-molecule collision
rates from a Langevin model, and energy transfer to buffer gas molecules with a single
exponential down model using the energy transfer per collision parameter ∆Ed = 35 cm−1.
Further details on ∆Ed are given in the Supporting Information. The master equation was
solved for 106 independent trajectories over 10 cm−1 energy grains, discretized into 5,000
bins. At higher energies a continuum approach was applied, carried up to 200,000 cm−1
across 1,000 bins. Simulations were carried out for around 5,000 collisions, allowing sufficient
time for collisional deactivation of the excited ion population.
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Figure 2: ATDs for (a) pCEs−, (b) pCEt− and (c) pCA−. Solid and dashed traces correspond
respectively, to high and no RF drive voltage applied to the source ion funnel. Measured
collision cross-sections for the isomers associated with each peak are given in the figure
(estimated errors are ±5Å2).
Results and discussion
ATDs and isomer assignments
The ATDs for pCEs−, pCEt− and pCA− are shown in Figure 2. We first consider the
methylated molecules as they each have only a single deprotomer and can only exist as E or
Z isomers. The ATD for pCEs− (Figure 2a) exhibits a single peak irrespective of electrospray
or source conditions. This peak was assigned to the E isomer since it is predicted to be
25 kJmol−1 more stable than the Z isomer in the gas phase (Table 1). The ATD for pCEt−
(Figure 2b) displays two peaks, with relative intensities that were influenced by collisional
excitation of the ions in IF1 prior to injection into the drift region. The calculated energies
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Table 1: Relative energies of isomers and deprotomers (in kJmol−1) at the FNO-
CCSD(T)/GEN level of theory (CCSD(T)/GEN values in parentheses) with
zero-point corrections and calculated collision cross-sections (Ωc in Å2). O− and
COO− indicate phenoxide and carboxylate deprotomers, respectively. All calcu-
lation used ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries.
Species E Z Ωc(E ) Ωc(Z )
pCEs− 0 25a 142 140
pCEt− 40a 45a 153 147
pCA− (O−) 0 26 (26)b 134 133
pCA− (COO−) 41 (42)b 46 (47)b 146 140
aEnergy relative to E -pCEs−. bEnergy relative to E -pCA− (O−).
and collision cross-sections given in Table 1 support assignment of the later, more intense
ATD peak to E -pCEt− and the earlier ATD peak to Z -pCEt−, which is predicted to lie only
5 kJmol−1 higher in energy. With no drive voltage applied to IF1 (IF1 off), only a single peak
was observed which can be assigned to E -pCEt− because a pure sample of this isomer was
electrosprayed. In contrast, with high RF drive voltage applied to the first ion funnel (IF1
high), violent collisions between the ions and buffer gas molecules convert some E -pCEt−
to Z -pCEt−.44,45,68 Following injection into the drift region, the ions should cool quickly
through buffer gas collisions, resulting in a non-equilibrium distribution of isomers, with the
extent of reversion to the more stable form depending on the ground state isomerization
barriers and rates. See Ref. 69 for another ion mobility study of E and Z isomers that differ
in energy by 5 kJmol−1.
The ATD for pCA− (Figure 2c) exhibits three peaks that can be connected to the E -
pCA− (O−), Z -pCA− (COO−) and E -pCA− (COO−) isomers based on their calculated
cross-sections and relative energies (Table 1), variation of peak intensities with ion funnel
RF drive voltage, and their photoresponses (discussed in the next section). Note that the
E -pCA− (O−) and Z -pCA− (O−) isomers are predicted to have near identical collision cross-
sections (see Table 1), potentially making them difficult to separate in the IMS.
We considered the possible contributions of rotamers (conformations involving torsion
about the single bonds connecting the alkene tail to the carboxylic group or the aromatic
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ring). For the E -pCA− (COO−) and Z -pCA− (COO−) isomers, DFT calculations at the
ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVDZ level gave barriers of 11 kJmol−1 and 22 kJmol−1, respectively, for
internal rotation of the aromatic ring. Internal rotation of the −COO− group does not
lead to conformational change. RRKM theory calculations indicate that the aromatic ring
undergoes rapid internal rotation at 300K, with rate coefficients of 3.4×1010 s−1 for E -pCA−
(COO−) and 8.7×108 s−1 for Z -pCA− (COO−). Because the timescale for internal rotation is
much less than the drift time (≈10ms) each carboxylate deprotomer ATD peak will represent
contributions from the single-bond rotamers.70 Predicted barriers (ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ
level of theory) for internal rotation about single bonds in E -pCA− (O−) are larger, at
55 kJmol−1 for torsion about the bond connecting the alkene tail to the aromatic ring (leading
to no conformational change) and 66 kJmol−1 for internal rotation of the −CO2H group,
with the rate coefficient for the latter motion at 300K calculated as 1.5×101 s−1. Therefore,
two non-interconverting E -pCA− (O−) rotamers, with energies predicted to differ by only
2 kJmol−1, may exist in the drift region. However, both rotamers have calculated collision
cross-sections of 134Å2, and may be difficult to distinguish using IMS.
Action spectra of E -pCEs−, E -pCA− (O−) and E -pCEt−
The effect of light on mobility-selected E -pCEs−, E -pCA− (O−) and E -pCEt− anions is il-
lustrated in Figure 3 where difference or ‘photoaction’ ATDs (light-on ATD – light-off ATD)
are shown in (a) and (b) while action spectra (photodetachment or photodepletion yield
plotted against wavelength) are shown in the (c) and (d). The E -pCEs− anion undergoes
photodetachment over the 350–460 nm range, a process followed by monitoring the yield
of SF –6 (Figure 3a). The SF
–
6 signal balances the photodepletion of the parent E -pCEs−
signal for light fluences <0.5mJ cm−1 pulse−1 at all wavelengths with no evidence for photoi-
somerization or photodissociation, proving that photodetachment is the dominant process.
The E -pCA− (O−) isomer (gray action spectrum in Figure 3c) exhibits similar behaviour
to E -pCEs−, again with no evidence for photodissociation or photoisomerization, and with
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Table 2: Calculated vertical excitation energies (VEEs) for selected pipi∗ transi-
tions and vertical detachment energies (VDEs) using the EOM-CCSD and EOM-
IP-CCSD methods (EOM-CC3 values are explicitly stated). Oscillator strengths
(f) are given in parentheses. Experimental VEEs are assumed to correspond to
maxima of the action spectra.
Species Method VEEs / eV VDEs / eV
E -pCEs− aug-cc-pVDZ 3.35 (1.1), 4.43 (0.1)a 2.82, 4.36
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 2.88, 3.78 -
experiment 2.9±0.1 2.8±0.1b
E -pCA− (O−) aug-cc-pVDZ - 2.90, 4.46
6-31+G(d,p) 3.19 (1.1), 4.23 (0.1)c -
6-311+G(df,pd) - 2.92, 4.54c
EOM-CC3/6-31+G(d,p) 2.98c -
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 2.91 (1.1), 3.74 (0.1)d -
experiment 2.9±0.1 2.8±0.1b
Z -pCA− (O−) aug-cc-pVDZ - 2.84, 4.36
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 3.13 (1.1), 3.93 (0.1)d -
E -pCEt− aug-cc-pVDZ - 3.87, 4.02, 4.16, 4.55
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 3.51 (0.3), 4.06 (0.03)d -
E -pCA− (COO−) aug-cc-pVDZ 4.08, 4.24 3.90, 4.06, 4.19
6-31+G(d,p) 4.50c -
6-311+G(df,pd) - 3.91, 4.07, 4.18c
EOM-CC3/6-31+G(d,p) 4.21c -
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 3.56 (0.3), 4.02 (0.04)d -
experiment 3.5±0.1 -
Z -pCA− (COO−) aug-cc-pVDZ - 3.82, 4.23, 4.45
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 3.95 (0.02), 4.24 (0.01)d -
experiment 4.0±0.1 -
E -keto-pCA− aug-cc-pVDZ - 4.15, 4.31, 4.43
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 3.39 (0.1), 3.54 (0.01)d -
experiment 3.3±0.1 -
Z -keto-pCA− aug-cc-pVDZ - 4.12, 4.47, 4.71
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ 3.44 (0.02), 3.87 (1×10−3)d -
af values are from Ref. 26 and agree with CIS values determined as part of this work.
bRef. 41. cRef. 59. df values from a CIS wavefunction. Note, calculated EOM-CCSD VEE
and EOM-IP-CCSD VDE values for the alternative −CO2H rotomer of E -pCA− (O−) are
within 0.05 eV of the values given in this Table.
a very similar photodetachment action spectrum. The photodetachment action spectra for
E -pCEs− has a maximum response at 430 nm and is similar to the ion storage ring action
spectrum recorded by Rocha-Rinza et al.36 (see Figure 3c). The action spectrum is consistent
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Figure 3: (a) Photoaction ATD corresponding to the difference of light-on and light-off ATD
for E -pCEs− at 420 nm obtained with N2 and trace SF6 buffer gas. The quadrupole mass
filter was used as an ion guide to transmit the parent anion and SF –6 . (b) Photoaction ATD
for E -pCEt− at 300 nm obtained with N2 buffer gas. (c) Action spectra for E -pCA− (O−),
E -pCEs− and E -pCEs− from Ref. 36 (gray). (d) Action spectrum for E -pCEt−. There was
no discernible photoresponse for E -pCEt− over the 380–480 nm range. In the action spectra,
blue vertical bars denote vertical pipi∗ transitions of E -pCEs− and E -pCEt− calculated at the
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ level whereas red vertical bars denote vertical electron detachment
energies (VDE) calculated at the EOM-IP-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level. Note that ATD peaks
in (a) and (b) are shifted compared to those in Figure 2 due to a slight change in buffer gas
pressure (measurements performed on different days).
with the EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ calculated vertical excitation energy (VEE) for the low-
est energy pipi∗ state and the EOM-IP-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculated vertical detachment
energy (VDE) in Table 2, which correspond to wavelengths of 431 and 440 nm, respectively.
Note that the calculated VDE for E -pCEs− agrees with the value derived from photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (2.8±0.1 eV or ≈440 nm).40 Results for the E -pCA− (O−) isomer are very
similar to those for E -pCEs− (see Table 2). Our calculated VEE values for E -pCA− (O−)
lie below the values calculated by Zuev et al.59 at the EOM-CCSD/6-31+G(d,p) and EOM-
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CC3/6-31+G(d,p) levels of theory by ≈0.2 and ≈0.1 eV, respectively (see the Supporting
Information for discussion).
The photoaction ATD and photodepletion action spectrum for E -pCEt− are shown in
Figure 3b and d, respectively. The photoaction ATD only shows evidence for photodepletion,
most probably due to photodetachment since there was no sign of photofragments when the
quadrupole mass filter was set to transmit all masses (note that m/z<80 have low transmis-
sion through the instrument). It was not possible to scavenge the photodetached electrons
with SF6 at excitation wavelengths shorter than 350 nm because of interference from pho-
toelectrons generated by light striking the drift electrodes. The E -pCEt− action spectrum
(photodepletion yield plotted against wavelength) has a peak at 305 nm and a profile consis-
tent with the calculated VDEs (Table 2). Again, there is no evidence for photoisomerization
in the region of the predicted pipi∗ absorptions (353 and 305 nm). Unfortunately, we were
unable to obtain an action spectrum for Z -pCEt− because of low ion signal.
Ground state reversion
The fact that photodepletion of the E -pCEs− and E -pCA− (O−) ions is matched by gen-
eration of SF –6 (for example see Figure 3a) indicates at first sight that autodetachment is
more rapid than photoisomerization. However, it is possible the molecules undergo rapid
isomerization but that the nascent, energized Z photoisomers statistically revert to the orig-
inal E isomers on the ground state potential energy surface before being stabilized through
collisional deactivation in the drift region. To explore this issue we computed statistical
rates for Z→E isomerization on the electronic ground state surface using a master equation
approach that combined coupled Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) rates for isomer-
ization and collisional energy transfer using a Langevin ion-molecule collision model.45,46,71
Computed RRKM isomerization rates, k(E), for Z -pCEs− and Z -pCA− (O−) plotted as
a function of internal energy are shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively. Given that with
6Torr N2 buffer gas the collision rate is ∼109 s−1 and hundreds of collisions are required
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Figure 4: Statistical RRKM isomerisation rates [k(E)] for Z→E (gray) and E→Z (black)
isomerization: (a) pCEs−, (b) pCA− (O−), (c) pCEt−. Master equation modelling of iso-
mer abundances with time following prompt formation of the Z isomer and assuming (d)
E=291 kJmol−1 for Z -pCEs−, (e) 285 kJmol−1 for Z -pCA− (O−) and (f) 425 kJmol−1 for
Z -pCEt−. In (d) and (e), statistical Z → E isomerization is compete within ≈200 and
100 ns, respectively.
to quench the internal energy derived from a single visible photon, statistical isomerization
should occur when k (E) >106–107 s−1. For Z -pCEs− with E = 291 kJmol−1 of internal
energy, kZ→E (E) = 1.78 × 108 s−1, whereas for Z -pCA− (O−) with E = 285 kJmol−1 of
internal energy, kZ→E (E) = 4.63 × 108 s−1. In each case, the assumed initial energy cor-
responds to the energy imparted from a 420 nm photon (wavelength of peak response in
the action spectrum) plus the initial average thermal energy of E isomers at 298K, and
is corrected for the electronic energy difference between the Z and E isomers. The large
kZ→E (E) rate coefficients suggest there should be efficient Z→E reversion in both cases.
For example, the master equation modelling (Figure 4d) suggests 94% of nascent Z -pCEs−
isomers revert to the E isomer. The situation is similar for Z -pCA− (O−) for which master
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equation modelling suggests near complete Z→E reversion after 100 ns (see Figure 4e). We
conclude that, if formed, nascent Z -pCEs− and Z -pCA− (O−) isomers are likely to rapidly
convert back to their E isomers and will not be observed in the present experiments. There-
fore, we cannot certainly conclude from the ion mobility data that photodetachment is the
only process ensuing following photoexcitation of the pipi∗ transition as it is possible that
some fraction of the excited population undergoes rapid E→Z somerization, but that the
energized Z isomers subsequently revert back to the more stable E isomeric form.
According to the modelling, the situation differs for E -pCEt− for which the photoaction
ATD (Figure 3b) again shows no evidence for E→Z photoisomerization over the expected
wavelength range for the pipi∗ transition despite the modelling suggesting that nascent Z -
pCEt− with E = 425 kJmol−1 of internal energy should be stabilized through collisions (see
Figure 4f). We conclude that E -pCEt− probably does not photoisomerize in the visible or
near-UV in the gas phase.
Action spectra of E -pCA− (COO−) and Z -pCA− (COO−)
The effect of light on mobility-selected E -pCA− (COO−) and Z -pCA− (COO−) isomers is
apparent from the photoaction ATDs and action spectra shown in Figure 5. Photoexcita-
tion of the E -pCA− (COO−) deprotomer over the 290–385 nm range leads to formation of
two photoisomers. The major photoisomer has a collision cross section close to that of the
phenoxide deprotomer E -pCA− (O−) (within ±0.3Å2) indicating the occurrence of photoin-
duced proton transfer from one end of the molecule to the other. The experimental procedure
for determining the photoisomer’s collision cross-section is outlined in the SI.
The minor photoisomer has a collision cross-section lying between those of the phenoxide
and carboxylate deprotomers, and which, on the basis of arguments presented below, is
assigned to the E -keto-pCA− isomer (see structure in Figure 1). The ratio of the yields
for the E -keto-pCA− and E -pCA− (O−) isomers is 0.07±0.01 (6Torr N2 buffer gas). No
corresponding processes were observed for E -pCEt− (Figure 3b), indicating that replacing
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the alcohol functional group by an ether blocks both photoisomerization processes.
Action spectra associated with formation of the E -keto-pCA− and E -pCA− (O−) pho-
toisomers are similar (Figure 5c), with the main band spanning the 290–385 nm range and
a maximum response at 360 nm. The action spectrum is consistent with the lowest energy
EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ VEE for E -pCA− (COO−), which corresponds to a wavelength of
348 nm. The VEE for E -pCA− (COO−) calculated by Zuev et al.59 at the EOM-CC3/6-
31+G(d,p) level of theory at 4.50 eV (corresponding to a wavelength of 276 nm) lies ≈0.9 eV
above the EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ value (see the Supporting Information for further com-
Figure 5: Photoaction ATDs corresponding to the difference of light-on and light-off ATDs
for (a) E -pCA− (COO−) at 355 nm and (b) Z -pCA− (COO−) at 320 nm. Action spectra are
shown in (c) for E -pCA− (COO−) and (d) for Z -pCA− (COO−). Blue vertical bars denote
vertical pipi∗ transitions calculated at the EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ level and red vertical bars
denote vertical electron detachment energies (VDE) calculated at the EOM-IP-CCSD/aug-
cc-pVDZ level. Note, the action spectrum for Z -pCA− (COO−) shown in (d), was recorded
with the laser pulse timed to interact with the leading edge of the ion packet to avoid
irradiating E -pCA− (COO−) ions leaking through the second ion gate. The ATD peaks
are shifted compared to those in Figure 2 due to a slight change in buffer gas pressure
(measurements performed on different days).
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parisons and discussion).
The absorption spectra for E -pCA− (COO−) and E -pCEt− are expected to be quite
similar - electronic structure calculations predict a pipi∗ transition at ≈350 nm in both cases
(see Figures 5c and 3d and Table 2). However, the experimental action spectra of E -pCA−
(COO−) and E -pCEt− shown in Figure 5c and Figure 3d differ substantially, possibly reflect-
ing a dependence of the photo-yield on wavelength. In the case of E -pCEt−, the action spec-
trum was obtained by monitoring photodepletion (presumably due to electron detachment),
with the peak of the observed band occurring at 305 nm, close to the lowest calculated ver-
tical detachment energy (corresponding to 320 nm). Absorption of photons with wavelength
exceeding ≈320 nm may not provide E -pCEt− with sufficient energy to detach an electron
leading to diminished signal intensity in this region. In the case of E -pCA− (COO−), the
action spectrum was recorded by monitoring photoisomerization, a process whose barrier is
predicted to lie below the photon energy for wavelengths shorter than ≈380 nm. Therefore,
it is possible that the action spectrum of E -pCA− (COO−) better resembles the actual ab-
sorption spectrum. It is also worth emphasizing that the energized molecules are subject to
quenching through collisions, potentially suppressing slow photoisomerization, dissociation
and electron detachment processes, and possibly influencing the shape of the action spectrum
if the photoproduct yield depends on wavelength.
For E -pCA− (COO−), photodepletion of the parent ions was balanced by formation of
the two photoisomers across the entire wavelength range, implying that photodetachment
was negligible. Assignment of the major photoisomer to E -pCA− (O−) was supported by
measurements described in the Supporting Information which show that the major photoi-
somer has an arrival time matching that of E -pCA− (O−) to within 0.02ms and that their
collision cross-sections differ by no more than 0.3Å2. Evidence for assignment of the minor
photoisomer to E -keto-pCA− and development of an interconversion mechanism are outlined
in the following two sections.
For Z -pCA− (COO−), the photoaction ATD shown in Figure 5b provides evidence for
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photoisomerization to a slower isomer with a collision cross-section consistent with its as-
signment to E -pCA− (COO−). There was an overall loss of ions which is thought to result
from photodetachment rather than photodissociation as no fragment ions were observed,
although it is possible that low mass (m/z<90) ions with poor transmission though the
quadrupole mass filter were formed. We were unable to perform measurements in the N2 +
SF6 buffer gas mixture with Z -pCA− (COO−) due to low ion throughput and background
photoelectrons from scattered light striking metal drift electrodes. The photoisomerization
and net photodepletion (total photodepletion – photoisomerization) action spectra for Z -
pCA− (COO−), shown in Figure 5d, are consistent with the calculated pipi∗ VEE and VDE
values (Table 2), which correspond to wavelengths of 314 and 325 nm, respectively. The pho-
toisomerization action spectrum has a maximum at ≈330 nm, a blue-shift of around 30 nm
compared to the E -pCA− (COO−) action spectrum.
In summary, E and Z isomers of pCA− (COO−) undergo distinct processes following
photoexcitation. Whereas E -pCA− (COO−) appears to undergo tautomerism and proton
transfer, Z -pCA− (COO−) undergoes Z→E isomerization and probably electron detachment
with no evidence for tautomerism or proton transfer either through an excited state process
or following internal conversion to the ground state.
Action spectroscopy of E -keto-pCA−
To help assign the minor photoisomer produced from E -pCA− (COO−) and to investigate its
possible involvement in the E -pCA− (COO−)→ E -pCA− (O−) transformation, we produced
the minor photoisomer apparent in Figure 5a by intercepting electrosprayed ions with a pulse
of 355 nm light (Quantel Big Sky Nd:YAG, 40Hz) immediately after their injection into the
drift region (IMS1).46,72 The target molecules were then mobility-separated in IMS1, selected
with the Bradbury-Nielsen ion gate, and exposed to a pulse of tunable light from the OPO.
A photoaction ATD and photoisomerization action spectrum of the putative E -keto-pCA−
ions are shown in Figure 6, showing formation of a photoisomer that has a collision cross-
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Figure 6: Photoresponse of the putative E -keto-pCA− photoisomer. (a) ‘light-off’ and pho-
toaction ATDs at 355 nm. The photodepletion peak is noisy because it corresponds to the
difference between a laser-on and laser-off signals and there was relatively low ion throughput.
(b) Action spectrum for E -keto-pCA− recorded by monitoring the E -pCA− (O−) photoiso-
mer as a function of wavelength. Calculated VEEs (EOM-CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ) and VDE
(EOM-IP-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ) are indicated by blue and red bars, respectively.
section consistent with its assignment to E -pCA− (O−). The photodepletion signal was
balanced by the photoisomer signal for all wavelengths, indicating minimal photodissociation
or photodetachment. The action spectrum (Figure 6b) has a maximum at 380 nm and is
consistent with the calculated VEEs for E -keto-pCA−, which correspond to wavelengths of
366 and 350 nm (Table 2). The consistency of the measured action spectrum and theoretical
predictions support assignment of the minor photoisomer from E -pCA− (COO−) to the
E -keto-pCA− species.
Proton transfer mechanism
As outlined above, our measurements suggest that the E -pCA− (COO−) photoisomerizes to
produce E -pCA− (O−) through intramolecular proton transfer, hitherto an unknown pro-
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cess for a cinnamate-based chromophore. Further measurements suggest E -keto-pCA− is
probably an intermediate in the proton transfer process whereas Z -pCA− (COO−) plays no
role. Initially, two mechanisms for proton transfer come to mind: (i) an initial excited state
rearrangement, possibly followed by ground state rearrangements before the vibrationally
energized product ions cool through buffer gas collisions, or (ii) S1 → S0 internal conversion
producing vibrationally energized E -pCA− (COO−) molecules followed by statistical rear-
rangements. Although the present experiments were unable to directly probe mechanistic
details, the proton transfer reaction must occur more rapidly than collisional quenching of
vibrational energy in the drift region (expected to occur over hundreds of nanoseconds).
To help eludicate the proton transfer mechanism, we computed potential energy surfaces
linking the isomers and modelled the interconversions using a coupled master equation ap-
proach. The proposed minimum energy pathway is summarized in Figure 7a and b. We
propose that the first step involves a barrierless enol-keto tautomerism involving passage
through a conical intersection. This proposal is based on calculated potential energy sur-
faces for enol-keto tautomerization (Figure 7c) in which the proton on the hydroxide group
was displaced to achieve the E -keto-pCA− isomer while the rest of the molecule was allowed
to geometrically relax. The minimum energy pathway in Figure 7c suggests that there is
a barrierless curve crossing at an O-H bond distance of ≈1.4Å, implying the existence a
conical intersection seam. Similar enol-keto phototautomerisms are well known for several
related molecules containing phenolic groups dissolved in non-protic solvents73–76 and involve
similar potential energy surfaces. The possibility of a ground state enol-keto tautomerism,
which could occur after internal conversion to S0, was ruled out on the basis of master equa-
tion modelling, which suggested that collisional cooling of photoactivated E -pCA− (COO−)
occurs before isomerization (assuming initial energy derived from a 360 nm photon).
Following enol-keto phototautomerism via passage through a conical intersection, the
reaction is postulated to proceed on the ground state potential energy surface as summarized
in Figure 7a and b. The proposed pathway involves cyclization of the E -keto-pCA− isomer,
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ring-opening to form Z -keto-pCA−, a ground state proton transfer to give Z -pCA− (O−),
and finally Z→E isomerization to yield E -pCA− (O−). Master equation modelling of this
pathway (Figure 7d) started from E -keto-pCA− and assumed initial energy derived from a
360 nm photon. The modelling suggested ≈90% of E -keto-pCA− statistically isomerized to
E -pCA− (O−) after ≈15µs, while ≈6% of the population is collisionally stabilized as E -keto-
pCA−. These abundances are consistent with the experimental E -keto-pCA− to E -pCA−
(O−) branching ratio of 0.07±0.01. Interestingly, the modelling also suggested stabilization
of a small amount of Z -pCA− (O−). However, as noted earlier, distinguishing the E and
Z -pCA− (O−) isomers in N2 buffer gas may be difficult given they are predicted to have
similar collision cross-sections (Table 1).
For completeness, the minimum energy proton transfer pathway involving Z -pCA− (COO−)
is shown in gray in Figure 7b. As outlined in the previous section, this pathway can be ruled
out because the photoaction ATD for Z -pCA− (COO−) (Figure 5b) showed no evidence
for isomerization to E -pCA− (O−), and because master equation modelling for energized
E -pCA− (COO−) indicated that ground state E→Z isomerization does not occur due to
the large barriers. However, it is worth noting that the Z -pCA− (COO−) → Z -pCA−
(O−) transformation (which was not observed) has a lower calculated barrier than Z -pCA−
(COO−) → E -pCA− (COO−) isomerization (which was observed). This implies that E -
pCA− (COO−) formed through photoexcitation of Z -pCA− (COO−) in Figure 5b results
from passage through a conical intersection rather than internal conversion followed by sta-
tistical isomerization (otherwise Z -pCA− (O−) would be observed). The different relative
importances of phototautomerism, photodetachment and photoisomerization for E -pCA−
(COO−) and Z -pCA− (COO−), presumably reflects differences in the topology of the ex-
cited state PESs and couplings with lower PESs in the neighbourhood of their respective
Franck-Condon regions.
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Figure 7: Proposed E -pCA− (COO−) → E -pCA− (O−) proton transfer mechanism: (a)
summary of steps, (b) potential energy surface for the proposed mechanism, (c) excited
state potential energy surface for the initial photoinduced enol-keto tautomerism calculated
at the TD-ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, and (d) master equation modelling of the
isomer populations with time, commencing at t = 0 with vibrationally energized Z -keto-
pCA− ions formed by absorption of a 360 nm photon. Note, energies in (b) and (c) are
relative to E -pCA− (O−). The gray pathway in (b) is discussed in the text.
Conclusions
In this study we have characterized several key photochemical properties of isolated para-
cinnamate anions through experiments in which the target isomers were selected and probed
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in a tandem ion mobility spectrometer. To avoid ambiguities regarding the deprotonation
site we also characterised the deprotonated methyl ester and methyl ether anions (phenolate
and carboxylate forms). Depending on the target isomer, action spectra were recorded by
monitoring photodetached electrons, photoisomerization or photodepletion. The experimen-
tal data were interpreted with the aid of electronic structure calculations for relevant isomers
and statistical rate calculations describing isomerization processes occurring on the ground
state potential energy surfaces. The main conclusions are as follows.
• Using electrospray ionization it is possible to form deprotonated para-coumaric anions
that include the E phenolate deprotomer and E and Z carboxylate deprotomers, with
relative abundances influenced by ion source conditions. The phenoxide and carboxy-
late deprotomers have appreciably different collision cross-sections with N2 and are
easily distinguished using ion mobility spectrometry.
• The E phenoxide deprotomer of para-coumaric acid has a similar photodetachment
action spectrum to the methyl ester (for which the deprotonation site is unambiguous).
In both cases, the maximum photoresponse is at 430 nm.
• Photoexcitation of the E carboxylate deprotomer of para-coumaric acid over the pipi∗
band (290–385 nm range) apparently leads to formation of the E phenoxide depro-
tomer through a process involving enol-keto phototautomerism followed by statistical
rearrangements. The maximum photoresponse for the process occurs at 360 nm.
• The Z isomer of the carboxylate deprotomer of para-coumaric acid does not undergo
phototautomerism but rather photoisomerizes to the E carboxylate deprotomer.
Overall, the work emphasises the importance of characterizing and controlling isomer pop-
ulations in gas-phase photochemical experiments, and highlights the utility of approaches in
which isobaric ions are selected according to their shape prior to spectroscopic interrogation.
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